Join us on a tour of some of the most beautiful and historic locations in Barcelona. This is a 4 hour tour- a combination of walking and by bus.

The tour will start with a tour of the Sagrada Familia Church, including a trip to the top of the tower by lift. Described as "the most extraordinary personal interpretation of Gothic architecture since the Middle Ages," the church began construction in 1882 and is the largest unfinished Catholic church in the world.

The tour will continue to see the Montjuic area (including Olympic Park- home of the 1992 World Olympics), and Paseo de Gracia (a major street in Barcelona that's home to extensive shopping opportunities as well as some of the more impressive architectural achievements in town).

Tour pricing includes tour guide, transportation, and entrance to the Sagrada Familia Church (including a trip to the top of the tower), all applicable taxes and fees.